
KURONO Anniversary Green ‘森:mori’

KURONO is an initiative to create high-quality, Japan-made luxury timepieces designed by 

independent Japanese watchmaker Hajime Asaoka. It aims to deliver to watch collectors a more 

accessible timepiece that shares the design DNA of Hajime's exclusive handmade atelier 

watches, at affordable levels. 

The Kurono Anniversary Green ‘森:mori’ continues the iconic art-deco design introduced by

Hajime Asaoka, with its single-piece dial encased beneath a high-curvature box-sapphire crystal 

that mimics acrylic glass of the past, and provides a unique light-play. 

The dial is a specially picked color by Hajime-san in scintillating metallic green with a subtle 

radial sunburst pattern. Depending on how the light hits at different times of the day or from 

different angles, the dial displays shades of viridian and emerald, to pine and forest green. This 

‘light play’ is further accentuated by the magnification effect of the box-sapphire, as well as the 

polished dial elements and hands. 

The watch is in 316 steel with a solid case back, uses a Japanese-made mechanical self-winding 

ebauche movement, and features a power reserve of 40 hours. It’s size is 37mm due to 



Hajime-san’s preference for timeless and more classical dimensions, but wears larger due to the 

design of the lugs. 

‘森:mori’ represents our effort to go back to a state of contemplation and restfulness - after 

recent launches of more complex watch designs - to our philosophy of humble beauty in 

simplicity. 



Specifications 

● Case material: 316L high-polished 37mm stainless steel case

● Case diameter: 37mm

● Thickness: 7mm incl sapphire

● Bracelet strap: Black calf leather

● Buckle: Pin buckle

● Dial finish: Metallic green radial sunburst

● Movement: Self-winding mechanical

● Power reserve: 40 hours

● Jewels: 24   rubies

● Glass: Sapphire crystal

● Frequency: 28,800bph

● Water resistance: 3 ATM

● Strap widths: 20/16mm

● Functions: Hours, Minutes, Seconds

● Launch date: May 2020 (SOLD OUT)

● Price: 1'799 CHF

● Limited to 288 pieces

For general enquiries,
please contact us at
info@kuronotokyo.com




